
I have the fondest memories of my time at St. Louise de Marillac School.  I was in the original 
first grade class when the school opened in 1963 with three classes in grades one through 
three.  I spent eight years at St. Louise and what I recall and still cherish was being immersed 
in a world where learning and faith were taught together by people committed to educating 
students academically and spiritually.  It was a comfortable fit and allowed all of us who 
went to St. Louise to grow in knowledge of the world, in the practical tools of math, reading 
and science and in the teachings of our faith.   What was present from this mix of education 
and faith was an atmosphere that told each individual student that they are unique and 
blessed and capable of achievement and of being a cheerful light in the world.  It conferred 
dignity in yourself as a complete person, one who is both a member of society and a child of 
God.  From this atmosphere also emerged a place for great friendships and sharing with 
others like yourself all those things that make childhood and even adolescence so wonderful.  
St. Louise is the place where I made my first holy communion and was confirmed, where I 
learned to diagram sentences and dissect a frog, where I played football and basketball, 
where I went to the annual Fun Fair (a pre-Lent carnival), where I attended weekly Mass, 
where I learned how to form friendships and where I learned penmanship and algebra.  But 
mostly, it is the place where, with kind and thoughtful instruction in learning and in faith, I 
found myself.  Those same ingredients that formed the lives of me and my classmates 
decades ago are still present at St. Louise de Marillac School today.
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